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ABSTRACT

It is typically assumed that themeridional density gradient in theNorthAtlantic is well and positively correlated

with the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). In numerical ‘‘water-hosing’’ experiments, for

example, imposing an anomalous freshwater flux in theNorthernHemisphere leads to a slowdown of theAMOC.

However, on planetary scale, the first-order dynamics are linked to the geostrophic balance, relating the north–

south pressure gradient to the zonal circulation. In this study, these two approaches are reconciled.At steady state

and under geostrophic dynamics, an analytical expression is derived to relate the zonal and meridional pressure

gradient. This solution is only valid where the meridional density gradient length scale is shorter than Earth’s

curvature length scale, that is, north of 358N. This theoretical expression links the north–south density gradient to

theAMOCand can be used as a closure for zonally averaged oceanmodels. Assumptions and shortcomings of the

approach are presented. Implications of these results for paleoclimate problems such as AMOC collapse and

asymmetry in the meridional overturning circulation of the Atlantic and of the Pacific are discussed.

1. Introduction

The ocean carries roughly 1.3 PW northward in the

NorthAtlantic (Ganachaud andWunsch 2000; Lumpkin

and Speer 2007). This heat transport is primarily

achieved by the Atlantic meridional overturning circu-

lation (AMOC). This baroclinic circulation can be

schematically described by a northward surface flow of

relative warm water and a cold southward return flow at

depth (Sévellec and Fedorov 2011). The warm surface

branch exchanges heat with the atmosphere, warming

northern regions of the North Atlantic (Gagosian 2003).

This process contributes to the climate of these regions

and partially explains the mild European climate. It has

been conjectured, through the use of a coupled general

circulation model (GCM), that a shutdown of the

AMOC could cool down Europe by 1–3K (Vellinga and

Wood 2002; Stouffer et al. 2006).

The AMOC intensity has been shown to be accurately

measured through the eastern–western density differ-

ence (Hirschi et al. 2003; Rayner et al. 2011) and has

been monitored using this property since early 2006 at

268N (McCarthy et al. 2012). This measurement takes

advantage of the geostrophic thermal wind balance, re-

lating the zonal gradient of baroclinic pressure to the

baroclinic meridional flow (Vallis 2006). In parallel to

the observational studies, ‘‘hosing experiments’’ have

shown that the AMOC is sensitive to the meridional

density gradient (Rahmstorf 1995; Manabe and Stouffer

1995, 1999; Rind et al. 2001; Stouffer et al. 2006; Barreiro

et al. 2008 and references therein). These experiments

consist of an exogenous freshening of the northern

North Atlantic and show a reduction or a collapse of the

AMOC in numerical simulations with state-of-the-art
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ocean models (Stouffer et al. 2006). In this context, de

Boer et al. (2010) link the AMOC intensity to the me-

ridional pressure gradient (rather than the density gradi-

ent) in a set of coupled numerical experiments. Despite

being at the base of the scaling of the AMOC and its heat

transport as a function of diapycnal eddy diffusivity, for

instance (Park andBryan 2000, and references therein), or

being at the base of recent theoretical description of the

AMOC (Nikurashin and Vallis 2012), this empirical re-

lation between the meridional density or pressure gradi-

ent and theAMOC has not yet been properly established.

Attempts to rationalize this relation have always been

constrained by some degrees of parameterization

(Marotzke et al. 1988; Wright and Stocker 1991; Wright

et al. 1995; Drbohlav and Jin 1998; Olbers et al. 2012).

Despite this shortcoming, this relation has been widely

used to develop zonally averaged ocean models. These

models have been shown to accurately represent the

ocean dynamics in term of water mass properties as well

as heat and freshwater transports (Knutti et al. 2000;

Sévellec and Fedorov 2011). Although 3D ocean GCMs

are fully available to the climate community, the use of

the intermediate complexity model is still of significant

importance. For example, in the context of paleoclimate

studies, the use of zonally averaged ocean models is

particularly beneficial since it considerably reduces the

numerical cost and allows for long time integrations

(Stocker et al. 1992, for instance).

To overcome the difficulty of writing a zonally aver-

aged ocean model as a closed self-consistent problem,

Marotzke et al. (1988) suggest exclusively using an en-

hanced friction term (a vertical Laplacian) to balance

the pressure gradient in the meridional momentum

equation. In Wright and Stocker (1991), the authors

assumed a relation between the zonal and meridional

pressure gradients. Using this assumption, the meridio-

nal momentum equation could be rewritten and virtu-

ally corresponds to an enhanced Rayleigh friction

balancing the pressure gradient. In that study, Wright

and Stocker (1991) show that such linear relation be-

tween the meridional and zonal pressure gradients holds

well in an ocean GCM. Drbohlav and Jin (1998) sug-

gested using the parameterization ofWright and Stocker

(1991) together with keeping the acceleration and in-

ertial terms in the meridional momentum equation. This

incorporates meridional velocity adjustment and higher-

frequency variability, partially solving (maybe incorrectly)

the lack of decadal variability of zonally averaged

model. This method is highly speculative since the clo-

sure of Wright and Stocker (1991) implicitly assumed a

baroclinic zonal adjustment (baroclinic Rossby waves

acting on a decadal time scale). Wright et al. (1998)

provided an explanation for the parameterization based

on geometric arguments between a western boundary

layer and a geostrophic interior flow. Nevertheless, the

solution required the parameterization of several

terms. Wright et al. (1995) suggested a new closure

scheme based on vorticity dissipation along the western

boundary. This method, including nonlocal effects,

largely increases the accuracy of the zonally averaged

ocean model. However, this closure scheme is still de-

pendent on parameters that are chosen to make the

ocean circulation as accurate as possible. Olbers et al.

(2012) revised some limitations of Wright et al. (1995).

More recently, Sijp et al. (2012) demonstrate, without

any parameterization, a relation between the meridi-

onal flow and the meridional pressure gradient at low

latitude (i.e., equatorial region), where the b-plane

approximation can be used. To obtain such a result, the

authors assumed weak zonal flow. This is debatable in

the equatorial context, where the Atlantic Equatorial

Undercurrent can reach 1m s21 in 10 days average

(compared to the 0.2 m s21 meridional current;

Giarolla et al. 2005). In this framework, the authors

show that potential energy arising from the meridional

slope of isopycnals is converted into kinetic energy,

sustaining the AMOC, and then viscously dissipated.

Here, we will follow the same analytical methodol-

ogy to overcome the need of parameterization in the

zonally averaged ocean model, but we will not spe-

cifically concentrate on the equatorial dynamics. As

suggested by Colin de Verdière and Tailleux (2005),

the ocean dynamics have two regimes depending on

the role of the vertical advection versus the horizontal

advection in the tracer(s) evolution. If the former

dominates, the regime is more inclined to free propaga-

tion of a Rossby wave. At the opposite, if horizontal ad-

vection dominates, the regime acts almost like on an

f plane. These two regimes correspond to the southern

and northern parts of the North Atlantic, respectively.

From an observational perspective, in the former region

the AMOC is strongly controlled by the boundary cur-

rent (e.g., the Florida Current at 268N; McCarthy et al.

2012), whereas in the latter region the AMOC is an in-

terior process through the North Atlantic Drift.

In the context of the latter regime, we will demon-

strate that, under some assumptions, the zonal and me-

ridional geostrophic flows are related. This relation

suggests the validity of ocean zonally averaged models.

An advantage of this analytical method is that it also

determines the range of validity of this relation because

we know andwe can test the assumptionsmade to obtain

it. We show that this relation is valid in the north of the

NorthAtlantic and because the basin is bounded zonally

(vs periodical as in the Southern Ocean). We anticipate

that in the southern part of the North Atlantic the
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boundary consideration of Wright et al. (1998) is prob-

ably more accurate.

The goal of our study is not to develop a theory or a full

solution of the AMOC but rather to demonstrate the

existence of a closure for the zonally averaged problem,

valid in a limited region. There exists theory of the

AMOC (e.g., Gnanadesikan 1999; Wolfe and Cessi 2011;

Nikurashin and Vallis 2012) or numerical investigation of

the full nonlinear problem (e.g., Sévellec and Fedorov

2011). However, all these studies assume explicitly or

implicitly a relation between the meridional density gra-

dient and the meridional flow. Thus, determining the

existence and the limit of zonally averaged closure for the

AMOC remains a timely effort.

Therefore, we will have two main objectives: 1) We

will analytically demonstrate the dependency of the

AMOC intensity to the meridional density gradient

and thus explain on a theoretical ground the AMOC

shutdown to a freshwater release in the north of the

North Atlantic. 2) We will suggest a zonally averaged

model of the AMOC forced by the wind and stratifi-

cation, inspired by the work of Stommel (1948) and

Munk (1950) in the context of the wind-forced baro-

tropic circulation.

These two objectives are reached starting from

planetary-geostrophic equations with Rayleigh-type linear

friction, considering a known stratification (function of

both temperature and salinity) and wind stresses. We have

tested two different cases of surface boundary layer: an

implicit boundary layer where the Ekman pumping is im-

posed at the ocean surface and an explicit boundary layer

resolving the surface dynamics using a Laplacian vertical

viscosity in the horizontal momentum equations.

We show that a zonally averaged solution can be

derived under two main assumptions: 1) The meridio-

nal density gradient length scale is shorter than Earth’s

curvature length scale, limiting our result to regions of

high isopycnal slope, that is, north of 358N. This as-

sumption is similar to the equivalent-barotropic circu-

lation of Killworth andHughes (2002) that holds well in

the northern part of the North Atlantic. 2) The zonal

density gradient is zonally uniform (i.e., the meridional

geostrophic velocities are zonally uniform). These

needed assumptions give the limit of validity of our

zonally averaged ocean model. In this context, the so-

lution corresponds to a thermohaline circulation

pushing the system toward a minimum of available

potential energy.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2,

the set of equations, the configuration, and the synthetic

forcing of the model is described. In section 3, we apply

the zonal averaging. We also demonstrate, under some

assumptions, the geostrophic zonally averaged closure,

that is, the relation between meridional and zonal den-

sity gradients. The general solution of the AMOC and

the application to the synthetic forcing are given in sec-

tion 4. Discussion is given in section 5, and conclusions

and directions for future work are described in section 6.

2. The set of equations, model configuration, and
synthetic forcing

a. Model configuration

The theoretical model configuration consists of a flat-

bottom rectangular basin representing the North At-

lantic (from y0 5 108N to y1 5 708N). The depth of the

ocean isH5 4500m, and its zonal extent isW5 4000km

(Table 1). The rotation rate varies according to the

curvature of Earth (Fig. 1). We suppose the ocean

stratification is known and depends on both zonally av-

eraged temperature and salinity fields. The momentum

is forced at the surface by wind stresses.

b. Model equations

We start from the 3D set of equations typical of the

planetary-geostrophic regime [geostrophic regime of

type 2 in Phillips (1963), Colin de Verdière (1988), and
Salmon (1998)]: the geostrophic balance together

with a Rayleigh friction, the hydrostatic, the non-

divergence, and the time evolution of density. This

corresponds to a low Rossby number (Ro � 1, mea-

suring the ratio of inertial terms to Coriolis terms in

the horizontal momentum equations). In Cartesian

geometry, this set of equations can be mathematically

written as

TABLE 1. Parameter values of the model.

Parameter Value Description

y0 108N Southern basin boundary

y1 708N Northern basin boundary

H 4500m Ocean depth

W 4000 km Zonal basin extent

g 9.8m s22 Acceleration of gravity

r0 1027 kgm23 Reference density

aT 2.2 3 1024 K21 Thermal expansion coefficient

aS 7.7 3 1024 psu21 Haline contraction coefficient

RE 6.4 3 106m Earth’s radius

Cp 4.0 3 103 J kg21 K21 Specific heat for seawater

T0 28C Reference temperature

DT 248C Temperature difference

S0 35 psu Reference salinity

DS 0.6 psu Salinity difference

h 1000m Pycnocline depth

t0x 0.1Nm22 Zonal wind stress intensity

t0y 0.05Nm22 Meridional wind stress intensity

l 1026 s21 Linear friction coefficient

n 1024 m2 s21 Vertical viscosity coefficient
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›
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z
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D
t
r5Diff , (1e)

where t is the time; x, y, and z are the zonal, meridional,

and vertical coordinates; r0 is the reference density; f is

the Coriolis parameter; l is the Rayleigh friction co-

efficient; u, y, and w are the zonal, meridional, and

vertical velocities; T is the temperature; S is the salinity;

P is the pressure; r is the density as a function ofT, S, and

P through the equation of state of seawater; Dt is the

material derivative (5›t 1 u›x 1 y›y 1 w›z); and Diff is

the eddy diffusivity operator for density. Parameter

values are given in Table 1.

For this set of equations to be well posed, a friction

term should be retained in the vertical momentum bal-

ance: ›zP 5 2rg 2 r0lyw, where ly is the vertical fric-

tion coefficient (Salmon 1998). This term is fundamental

to allowboundary conditions such as no heat flux (›nr5 0,

where n is the coordinate of the direction normal to the

local boundary) together with a rigid boundary (un 5 0,

where un is the velocity normal to the local boundary)

without setting pressure at the boundary to a constant

(which inherently filters out zonally averaged meridional

geostrophic flow). This means that, at the boundary, the

vertical velocity would be important to balance the

pressure gradient: ›nwjn50 5 ›z›nPjn50/(lyr0). However,

on the first order, and since we will not prescribe heat

transfer at the horizontal boundaries, one could neglect

this friction term and apply the hydrostatic relation

›zP52rg. For more extensive discussion and numerical

investigations, we refer the reader to appendix A and to

the study of Huck et al. (1999).

c. Synthetic forcing

The zonal and meridional wind stresses over the

North Atlantic are represented by sinusoidal functions

of the meridional position only:

t
x
52t0x sin
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y2 y
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2 y
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�
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where tx and ty are the zonal and meridional wind

stresses, respectively, and t0x and t0y are their respective

intensity.

The stratification is composed of temperature and sa-

linity fields. The temperature and salinity follow a simple

cosine and sine dependence on latitude, respectively. On

the vertical we apply an exponential decay. Their math-

ematical expressions are

T5T
0
1DT cos

�
p

2

y2 y
0

y
1
2 y

0

�
ez/h, and (3a)

S5S
0
1DS sin

�
p

y2 y
0

y
1
2 y

0

�
ez/h , (3b)

where T0 and S0 are reference temperature and salinity,

respectively, and DT and DS are temperature and sa-

linity difference, respectively. The scalar h is the typical

vertical scale of the pycnocline. Parameter values are

given in Table 1.

Overall, the temperature and salinity fields, as well as

the zonal and meridional wind stresses, correspond to a

realistic forcing of our set of equations (Fig. 2). Tem-

perature and salinity are converted into density using a

linear equation of state of seawater:

r5 r
0
[12a

T
(T2T

0
)1a

S
(S2 S

0
)] , (4)

where aT and aS are the thermal expansion and haline

contraction coefficients, respectively.

3. Zonal averaging and closure

a. Zonal averaging of the tracer evolution equation

Rewriting the evolution of tracer from (1) and using

the Laplacian operator for tracer diffusion, we can

FIG. 1. Configuration of the idealized basin. The variables x, y,

and z are the zonal, meridional, and vertical coordinates; W is the

zonal width,H is the depth, f is the local Coriolis parameter, y0 and

y1 are the latitudes of the southern and northern boundaries, and

xE and xW are the longitudes of the eastern and western boundaries.
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express the evolution of any tracer u (e.g., density,

temperature, or salinity) as

›
t
u52u›

x
u2 y›

y
u2w›

z
u1 ›

x
(k

x
›
x
u)

1 ›
y
(k

y
›
y
u)1 ›

z
(k

z
›
z
u) , (5)

where kx, ky, and kz are the zonal, meridional, and ver-

tical eddy diffusion coefficients, respectively.

This expression is zonally averaged using a solid adi-

abatic boundary condition in the east and west of the

basin: ujxW 5 ujxE 5 0 and ›xujxW 5 ›xujxE 5 0, where xW
and xE are the western and eastern zonal boundary

limits of the basin, respectively. We define the zonal

averageX of any variableX asX 5W21
Ð xE
xW
X dx, where

W is the zonal width of the basin (xE 2 xW) and dx is

the zonal unit coordinate. Assuming the uniformity of

the meridional and vertical diffusion coefficients in the

zonal direction (›xky 5 0 and ›xkz 5 0), we obtain

›
t
u52›

y
yu2 ›

z
wu1 ›

y
(k

y
›
y
u)1 ›

z
(k

z
›
z
u) . (6)

Using the same solid boundary conditions (ujxW 5
ujxE 5 0), the nondivergence (1d) can also be zonally

averaged:

›
y
y1 ›

z
w5 0. (7)

From these expressions, one can see that the advec-

tion terms are the difficult part to estimate, because they

are not only dependent on the zonally averaged dy-

namics but also on the cross correlation of the zonal

anomaly of tracer and velocities. To overcome this issue,

we define equivalent meridional and vertical velocities

as ~yu 5 yu/u and ~wu 5 wu/u. In the context of the tem-

perature and salinity (the two tracers that affect the

density and hence the velocity), we diagnose these

equivalent velocities in an ocean GCM (NEMO–OPA

in its ORCA2 configuration; Madec et al. 1998). These

diagnostics suggest ~yT/S ’ y and ~wT/S ’ w. We find that

the error is below 615% for temperature and is negli-

gible for salinity (Fig. 3).

We can thus write on first order that

›
t
u ’ 2y›

y
u2w›

z
u1 ›

y
(k

y
›
y
u)1 ›

z
(k

z
›
z
u) , (8)

where u is either temperature or salinity. By using this

last expression, one assumes that, at leading order, the

dynamics is equivalent to a zonally averaged dynamics;

that is, the heat and freshwater transport is primarily

FIG. 2. Analytical forcing terms of the set of equations: (a) zonal and (b) meridional wind stress and zonally averaged

(c) temperature and (d) salinity. Contour intervals for temperature and salinity are 2K and 0.05 psu, respectively.
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done by the overturning circulation rather than the

horizontal circulation. Since the horizontal circulation is

more intense than the overturning one in terms of mass

transport, the accuracy of this assumption derives from

the stronger vertical gradient compared to the zonal one

for both temperature and salinity.

b. Zonal averaging of momentum equations

To derive the rest of the zonally averaged ocean

model, we restart with the momentum equations from

(1). We introduce the hydrostatic relation into the ver-

tically differentiated horizontal momentum equations,

leading to the thermal wind relation with friction:

2f›
z
y5

g

r
0

›
x
r2 l›

z
u, and (9a)

f›
z
u5

g

r
0

›
y
r2 l›

z
y . (9b)

Rearranging these equations to separate the contribu-

tion of the zonal and meridional velocities, and after

zonal averaging, we obtain:

( f 2 1 l2)›
z
u5

g

r
0

 
l
rj

xE
2 rj

xW

W
1 f›

y
r

!
, and (10a)

( f 2 1 l2)›
z
y5

g

r
0

 
l›

y
r2 f

rj
xE
2 rj

xW

W

!
, (10b)

where rjxE and rjxW are the density values at the eastern

and western basin boundaries, respectively.

Since friction is small (l � f), these relations relate

the vertical shear of meridional and zonal velocities to

the zonal and meridional density gradient, respectively.

Especially the zonally averaged meridional velocities

are related to the density difference between the eastern

and western edges of the basin. This last relation is

FIG. 3. (a) Overturning streamfunction, defined as ›zc52Wy and ›yc5Ww, in an oceanGCM (NEMO-OPA in

its ORCA2 configuration;Madec et al. 1998). (b),(c) Overturning streamfunctions defined using equivalent velocities

(~yu 5 yu/u and ~wu 5 wu/u) for both dynamical tracers: temperature and salinity. (d) Differences between (b) and

(a) and (e) differences between (c) and (a). (a)–(c) Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent positive, negative and

zero values, respectively. (d)–(e)Grayscale shading is superimposed to the contours for positive values (following the

white-to-black color bar scale), and negative values are shown by contours without the white-to-black shading su-

perimposed. Contour interval is 1 Sv for (a)–(c) and 0.5 Sv for (d)–(e). Positive values denote clockwise circulation.
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equivalent to what is operationally used to compute the

AMOC intensity from the RAPID array (Hirschi and

Marotzke 2007). However, this relation is not useful to

consistently represent the circulation in a 2D depth-

latitude plan since it links the meridional flow to the

eastern–western density difference. For that purpose, fol-

lowing the idea ofWright and Stocker (1991), one needs to

relate the geostrophic eastern–western density difference

to the geostrophic meridional density gradient.

c. Closure through horizontal geostrophic transports
balance

We restart from (1), but limit our study to a high

Reynolds number (Re � 1, i.e., the ratio of advection

to dissipation in horizontal momentum equations).

This corresponds to an interior solution, away from

the vicinity of viscous horizontal and vertical bound-

ary layers. Under this assumption, we obtain the

geostrophic balance:

f y
g
5

1

r
0

›
x
P, and (11a)

fu
g
52

1

r
0

›
y
P , (11b)

where ug and yg are the zonal and meridional geo-

strophic velocities, respectively. The Sverdrup balance

(Sverdrup 1947) is obtained by introducing the geo-

strophic balance in the nondivergence [(1d)]:

by
g
5 f›

z
w , (12)

where b5 ›yf is the meridional variation of the Coriolis

parameter.

The thermal wind relation is obtained by applying the

hydrostatic equation to (11):

2f›
z
y
g
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g

r
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x
r, and (13a)
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z
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g

r
0

›
y
r . (13b)

The density evolution [(1e)] with a high Péclet num-

ber (Pe� 1, i.e., the ratio of advection to diffusion in the

density evolution) reads ›tr 1 u›xr 1 y›yr 1 w›zr 5 0.

Thus, applying the last relations, (12) and (13), to this

density evolution leads to

›
t
r5

f 2r
0

bg
(u

g
›2zw2 ›

z
u
g
›
z
w)2w›

z
r . (14)

This relation suggests that, at steady state (›t / 0), the

vertical flow, and thus the meridional one through (12),

is only a function of meridional pressure and density

gradients and stratification. This is a glimpse that the

geostrophic flow could be perfectly known in a latitude-

depth framework.

At steady state, a scaling analysis suggests two results:

(i) the zonal and meridional advection are comparable,

ju›xrj/jy›yrj ’ jug›
2
zwj/j›zug›zwj; 1, and (ii) the ratio of

vertical advection to meridional advection, jw›zrj/
jy›yrj ’ jw›zrj/j( f/b)›yr›zwj, scales as �5 lb/f (where l is

the meridional extent of the pycnocline l5 2h›zr/›yr and

h is the pycnocline depth). The ratio of vertical advection

to zonal advection has the equivalent scale � because of

result i. Consequently, the horizontal advection terms

are both largely bigger than the vertical advection one

(ju›xrj � jw›zrj and jy›yrj � jw›zrj) if the meridional

length scale of the meridional density gradient l is

largely smaller than the length scale associated with

Earth curvature f/b, that is, � � 1. In this regime the

vertical advection can be neglected and the two hori-

zontal advections must compensate each other. Com-

puting the scaling with the typical density field suggests

that north of 358N the vertical advection is weaker than

both horizontal ones (Fig. 4; cf. section 4b for numerical

values). Consistent with our analysis, Colin de Verdière
and Tailleux (2005) suggested that such a regime occurs

in poleward enough regions (Antarctic Circumpolar

Current or North Atlantic Current) where the vertical

shear of the mean flow is intense and the phase speed of

large-scale baroclinic Rossby wave is reduced.

Following this scaling analysis, we formulate the hy-

pothesis that, on first order, the steady state is a balance

of the horizontal geostrophic transports. Obviously

through this hypothesis we are making an error of the

order of �, that is, for � . 1 we will consider the error of

the order of 1; this will be fully estimated when pro-

ceeding to numerical application (section 4b). Alterna-

tively, the hypothesis reads

u
g
›
z
y
g
2 y

g
›
z
u
g
5 0, (15)

which corresponds strictly to the horizontal advection

compensation (u›xr 1 y›yr 5 0) under geostrophic bal-

ance. Following Bryden (1976, 1980), neglecting vertical

advection suggests that the horizontal velocities are

either null or their direction does not vary with depth

R2›zf 5 0, where R2 5 u2
g 1 y2g is the intensity of the

horizontal velocity andf is an angle (measured positively

anticlockwise from eastward). This means that the flow

has to be a succession of unidirectional streams (but these

streams could point in any direction). In the ocean at

steady state, such streams’ succession over the vertical

are not realistic, except if it corresponds to a succession

of opposite flow (e.g., a northward flow on top of a

southward flow).
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Vertical integration of (15) leads to a linear relation be-

tween thehorizontal components of the geostrophic velocity:

u
g
5 cy

g
, (16)

where c is the ratio (ug/yg)jz0 (where z0 is a reference

depth). In other words, the ratio ug/yg is constant over

the vertical. Because c is independent of the vertical

we also have ›zug 5 c›zyg and hugi 5 chygi, where

h�i 5
Ð 0
2H

. dz/H. This approximation of the horizontal

velocities can be referred as unidirectional in the vertical

since they are all aligned along the same direction.

However, some authors suggest that this unidirection-

ality can be described as an equivalent-barotropic cir-

culation (Killworth 1992; Killworth and Hughes 2002).

This term should be used with caution to avoid mis-

interpretation. Actually, (16) does not prevent the hor-

izontal velocity from having a vertical structure through

horizontal density changes or even having a change in

sign on the vertical or being fully compensated vertically

(leading to a purely baroclinic circulation).

Friction could affect the validity of (15) and (16), es-

pecially in western boundary currents (whose contribu-

tion to the overturning circulation is significant), but

north of 358N their presence has mostly disappeared in

the upper layers. Spall (1992) investigated the velocity

rotation with depth in a realistic model configuration of

the North Atlantic; his Fig. 1c is particularly illuminating

regarding the very small rotation in large regions north of

358N, even along the western boundary. On a more ob-

servational basis, Schott and Stommel (1978) also illus-

trate small rotation with depth at 558N, 208Win theNorth

Atlantic Subpolar Gyre (their Fig. 2c), for instance.

Vertically integrating (12) from the bottom (wj2H5 0)

to the base of the Ekman layer [wj0 5 2r21
0 ›y(tx/f); see

section 4a for full calculations], we obtain

hy
g
i52

1

r
0
H

f

b
›
y

�
t
x

f

�
. (17)

Because the pressure is a potential, we have ›x( fug) 1
›y( fyg)5 0. Integrating this expression from the east (with

hugijxE 5 0) to a particular longitude and assuming that the

wind is almost zonally uniform (tx ’ tx) we obtain

hu
g
i5 x2 x

E

r
0
H

��
11 ›

y

�
f

b

��
›
y

�
t
x

f

�
1

f

b
›2y

�
t
x

f

��
. (18)

FIG. 4. (a) Meridional length scale of Earth’s curvature ( f/b, black solid lines) and of the

meridional density gradient (l 5 h›zr/›yr, gray dashed lines). (b) Estimation of the relative

error �5 lb/f in log scale. In the numerical application the error is considered of order 1,O(1), if

� . 1 (thin black horizontal line). The term � � 1 corresponds to a dominance of the vertical

advection termover both horizontal advection ones (jw›zrj� ju›xrj and jw›zrj� jy›yrj); �� 1

corresponds to the dominance of both horizontal advection terms over vertical advection ones

(jw›zrj � ju›xrj and jw›zrj � jy›yrj).
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It is interesting to note that the integration direction (as

well as the no flow assumption at the eastern side of the

geostrophic interior) is not innocuous; it controls the sign

of c in (16) and so also controls the sign of the meridional

circulation direction. Two main arguments exist in the

literature to start the integration from the east. From an

observational perspective, one could argue that gyre cir-

culation has a boundary at the west with an important

exchange of mass between the western boundary layer

and the geostrophic interior region (Koltermann et al.

2011). In comparison, the exchange between the eastern

boundary layer and the geostrophic region is ratherweak.

Fromamore dynamical perspective, one could argue that

to conserve vorticity, a water mass should come from the

western boundary layer to compensate the Sverdrup flow

(Vallis 2006). In this study we suggest a new argument

based on an energetic perspective. The no flow assump-

tion to the east implies that the meridional geostrophic

flow advection reduces potential energy. With this as-

sumption, as it will be fully demonstrated later (section

4a), the circulation is proportional to the meridional

density gradient, such that the associated density advec-

tion will reduce the meridional density gradient. On the

other hand, using a no flowassumption to thewest instead

of the east leads to the opposite solution for c, such that

the density-induced circulation ultimately increases po-

tential energy. In other words, the western instead of

eastern boundary current is consistent with a system go-

ing toward a minimum of potential energy (see section 5

for more extensive discussion).

Zonally averaging (18) provides

hu
g
i52

W

2r
0
H

��
11 ›

y

�
f

b

��
›
y

�
t
x

f

�
1

f

b
›2y

�
t
x

f

��
. (19)

Since the barotropicmeridional flow is only a function of

the zonal wind stress, also zonally uniform, hygi 5 hygi.
Using chygi 5 hugi, we obtain

c5
W

2

(
b

f

�
11 ›

y

�
f

b

��
1

›2y(tx/f )

›
y
(t

x
/f )

)
. (20)

This last equation describes the coefficient c as the sumof a

term independent of the wind (only a function of Earth’s

rotation rate and curvature) and a wind-dependent term.

Because of the linearity of the final solution [fully de-

rived later and described in (27a)], this also implies that

the meridional circulation is a sum of two terms. The

circulation induced by the wind-dependent term of c is

highly variable along the meridional direction with un-

realistic values and does not fit with state-of-the-art

knowledge of the AMOC. In the rest of the study we

will only focus on the wind-independent term, that is,

neglecting the wind-dependent part of the last equation

[or solving for a particular case, where the shape of the

wind is such that ›2y(tx/f) 5 0]. So, independently of

wind, we obtain an approximation for the proportion-

ality coefficient:

c5
W

2

b

f
[11 ›

y
(f /b)] . (21)

In general, c 5 2›yP/›xP 5 dx/dyjP5cst, that is, the hori-

zontal angle of the isobar. Before zonal averaging, this angle

could be approximated by c52(x2 xE)(b/f )[11 ›y(f/b)].

This equation shows that the flow, along its eastward

path, will slowly rotate northward, starting at an al-

most perfectly eastward direction at the limit of the

western boundary layer and the geostrophic interior

(cjx
W/I

5 2c) and finishing with a purely northward

flow at the limit of the eastern boundary layer and the

geostrophic interior (cjx
I/E

5 0, allowing no zonal ex-

change at this location).

This angle, when zonally averaged, varies with the

zonal basin extent and inversely with the Coriolis pa-

rameter, consistent with empirical discussions of Wright

and Stocker (1991, 1992). This coefficient varies also

with the relative meridional change of the relative me-

ridional change of the Coriolis parameter [›y( f/b)/( f/b)].

Since we imposed the zonal basin extent as a constant, it

means that the isopycnal angle varies only because of the

variation of theCoriolis parameter (i.e., Earth curvature).

This implies a maximum of the angle of ;p/4 at ;558N,

the region of the North Atlantic Current (Fig. 5). In this

region, our analysis shows that themeridional flow almost

equates the zonal one. In the Pacific, where the zonal

basin extent is up to 5 times as big as in the Atlantic,

such a maximum angle would be insignificant (i.e., the

flow would be primarily zonal). The mean value of the

zonally averaged coefficient is 1.3 (with a standard de-

viation of 0.6) and 0.95 (with a standard deviation of less

than 0.1) north of 358N (location of the validity of our

previous assumption). This validates, a posteriori, the use

of 1 as the proportionality coefficient in the zonally av-

eraged model of the thermohaline circulation for the

Atlantic (Sévellec et al. 2006).
The last assumption is that themeridional geostrophic

velocities are zonally uniform (yg ’ yg). For the baro-

tropic term, it is a consequence of wind stresses being

mainly zonal (Sverdrup 1947), given the cylindrical

symmetry of the atmosphere because of Earth’s rota-

tion. If vertical shear exists (›zy 6¼ 0), we have

›xr ’ (rjxE 2 rjxW )/W, implying that the zonal density

gradient is constant. (This last approximation is equiv-

alent to r2 rjxW 5 rjxE 2 r.) Using this last assumption

together with (13) and (21), we have a relation between
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the eastern–western density difference and the meridi-

onal density gradient:

rj
xE
2 rj

xW
52

2
b

f
[11 ›

y
( f /b)]

›
y
r . (22)

Applying this relation to (10b) allows us to estimate

the vertical shear of the meridional velocity from the

meridional gradient of density. This is sufficient to

consistently close the set of equations of the zonally

averaged ocean model.

4. The general solution and application

a. The general solution

From (10b) we can link the zonal density difference

to the vertical shear of meridional velocity. Assuming

that one knows the density field, the circulation can be

obtained under a constraint on the velocity on the

vertical (either a value at a particular depth or verti-

cal integral properties). The equation we have not

used so far is the nondivergence in its zonally averaged

form [(7)]. After vertical integration we obtainÐ 0
2H

›yy dz 1 wj0 5 0 (assuming no vertical flow at the

bottom of the ocean wj2H 5 0). After meridional

integration, and assuming the existence of a solidwall at a

particular latitude (yjy1 5 0, where y1 is the latitude of the

solid wall), we obtain

ð0
2H

y dz2

ðy1
y

wj
0
dy5 0. (23)

This relation corresponds to the baroclinicity condition,

often used in a zonally averaged model, rectified by a

vertical surface boundary condition. The wind stress and

thusEkmanpumping induce a circulation distributed over

the water column. Equations (10b) and (23) provide a

closed system for determining the zonally averaged me-

ridional velocity y.

The boundary condition at the ocean surface (z 5 0)

can be obtained by the Ekman layer dynamics (balance

between Coriolis force and the vertical viscosity;

Pedlosky 1979). Thus, the flux at the base of the Ekman

layer is imposed by the wind stress in the zonal direction

(after assuming no transfer of momentum between the

Ekman layer and the ocean interior, i.e., the ocean in-

terior slips freely below the Ekman layer). We obtain

the Ekman pumping

W

ðy1
y

wj
0
dy52cj

0
5

W

fr
0

t
x
, (24)

FIG. 5. (a) Zonally averaged proportionality coefficient between the zonal and meridional

geostrophic velocities: c 5 ug/yg. (b) Angle of the geostrophic flow (radians measured from

eastward; a value of p/2 corresponds to a northward flow). The approximate solution is only

valid north of 358N.
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where tx is the zonally averaged zonal wind stress and c is

the streamfunction such that ›zc52Wy and ›yc5Ww.

Here, we have also neglected the eastern–western differ-

ence of meridional wind stress: (tyjxE 2 tyjxW )/W� ›ytx.

This assumption is consistent with the solid boundary

condition at the zonal edges of the basin, and so is con-

sistent with mass conservation of the Ekman layer. We

stress that, within this formulation, the streamfunction at

the surface is not restricted to zero sincemass conservation

is only obtained when both interior and Ekman transports

are added. However, the use of streamfunction remains

mathematically correct since the flow is nondivergent

(equivalent to conservation of mass under Boussinesq ap-

proximation; Spiegel and Veronis 1960; Boussinesq 1903).

Finally integrating (10b) and applying (23) and (24)

leads to

y52
1

fHr
0

t
x
1

l

( f 2 1 l2)r
0

›
y
(P2 hPi)

2
f

( f 2 1l2)r
0

"
(P2 hPi)j

xE
2 (P2 hPi)j

xW

W

#
. (25)

This result is equivalent to the decomposition of Hirschi

and Marotzke (2007) in the context of a flat bottom.

Using cj2H 5 0 (no mass flux at the bottom of the

ocean), we obtain

c52t
x

W

fr
0

z1H

H
2

lW

( f 2 1 l2)r
0

ðz
2H

›
y
(P2 hPi) dz

1
f

( f 2 1 l2)r
0

ðz
2H

[(P2 hPi)j
xE
2 (P2 hPi)j

xW
] dz .

(26)

This expression shows that the flow is both driven by the

wind and by the vertical pressure anomaly (i.e., often

referred to as the baroclinic pressure). Without wind

stress, tx 5 0, and in the absence of a thermocline (no

stratification; P 2 hPi is zonally and meridionally uni-

form), the flow will vanish. Thus, the so-called thermo-

haline circulation is the terms related to the baroclinic

pressure on the right-hand side of (25) or (26).

Despite the fact that the results obtained are extremely

useful to understand the drivers of the AMOC, it refers to

the eastern–western baroclinic pressure difference to drive

the AMOC. As it stands, it is useless in the context of a

zonally averaged model of the AMOC. However, using

the closure from section 3c, that is, (22), showing a local

link between the eastern–western density difference and

the meridional density gradient, allows us to define the

AMOCdynamics in a purely zonally averaged framework.

Using (22), we express (26) as

c52t
x

W

fr
0

z1H

H

2
lW12f 2/fb[11›

y
(f /b)]g

( f 21l2)r
0

ðz
2H

›
y
(P2hPi)dz, and

(27a)

’2t
x

W

fr
0

z1H

H
2

2

r
0
b[11›

y
( f /b)]

ðz
2H

›
y
(P2hPi)dz .

(27b)

It is interesting to note that the smallness of friction (l� f )

makes the thermohaline mass transport independent of

the size of the basin, in contrast to the wind-driven part.

Equation (27b) is independent of friction (except to con-

vey the momentum transfer by the wind). In contrast to

previous zonally averaged closure (e.g., Marotzke et al.

1988; Wright et al. 1995), the solution is derived here

from a purely geostrophic circulation.

We now have a relation between the thermohaline part

of the meridional flow and the meridional baroclinic

pressure gradients, without any need for parameterization.

Thus, this theoretical relation can be directly implemented

in zonally averaged ocean models to study, for example,

AMOC hysteresis (Sévellec and Fedorov 2011).

b. Application

To test the validity of our solution we will apply it on

an idealized synthetic stratification and surface wind

forcing of the ocean. For discussion, and given the lin-

earity of our set of equations, we do not only solve the

full problem but we also decompose the solution in the

three forcing terms: temperature, salinity, wind. Using

the synthetic surface momentum forcing and density

field defined in section 2c, expressing the circulation

does not present any particular difficulty.

Deriving the solution from (27a) leads to c 5 cT 1
cS 1 cW, with

c
T
5

p

2

a
T
gDTh2

( f 2 1 l2)LH

(
lW1

2f 2

b[11 ›
y
(f /b)]

)

3
h
(12 e2H/h)

z

h
1 12 ez/h

i
sin

�
p

2

y2 y
0

y
1
2 y

0

�
, (28a)

c
S
5p

a
S
gDSh2

( f 2 1 l2)LH

(
lW1

2f 2

b[11 ›
y
(f /b)]

)

3
h
(12 e2H/h)

z

h
1 12 ez/h

i
cos

�
p

y2 y
0

y
1
2 y

0

�
, and

(28b)

c
W
5

t0xW

r
0

z1H

H
sin

�
2p

y2 y
0

y
1
2 y

0

�
, (28c)
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where cT, cS, and cW are the circulation components

due to the temperature field, the salinity field, and

the wind stress forcing, respectively; L 5 pRE(y1 2 y0)/

180 is the meridional extent of the basin, and RE is

Earth’s radius.

The thermally induced circulation corresponds to a

northward flow at the surface and a broad return flow at

depth (Fig. 6a). This thermally induced circulation

has a single cell, whereas the salinity-induced circula-

tion has two cells as well as the wind-driven one. The

salinity partially reduces the thermal circulation be-

tween 408 and 708N but intensifies the thermal cell from

108 to 408N (Fig. 6b). The wind cells intensify the cir-

culation south of 408N and reduce it in the north

(Fig. 6c). This reduction is visible on the total circula-

tion by the shallow negative cell located in the first

100m around 558N. Overall, the circulation shows a

local maxima of ;18 Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv [ 106m3 s21)

at 308N (Fig. 6d).

Since the flow was determined as an approximation,

based on a scaling approach, one should also consider

the error made on the solution. Consistently with the

scaling analysis, this error is of the same order as �,

setting it to 6� times the solution. To acknowledge the

limitation of our hypothesis, for �. 1 we set the error to

the order of 1, with the symbol 6O(1). Thus, the circu-

lation intensity at 308N corresponds to 18 6O(1) Sv.

This intensity of the flow could be compared with 18 6
5 Sv from Talley et al. (2003) or 24 6 2.4 Sv from the

rapid section at 26.58N (Cunningham et al. 2007). A

recent inverse model study suggests 18.0 6 2.5 Sv at

248N, 16.3 6 2.7 Sv at 488N, and 17.0 6 4.3 Sv at 568N
(Lumpkin and Speer 2007). At these two last locations

our idealized model shows values of 14 6 5.1 Sv and

13 6 2.2 Sv, respectively. The idealized model shows a

mass transport consistent with oceanic measurements.

For the thermally induced circulation the vertical

maximum of the streamfunction occurs at ›zcT 5 0:

z
max

5 h ln

�
h

H
(12 e2H/h)

�
, (29)

where zmax is the vertical location of the maximum

(vertical line in Fig. 6a). Themaximum of the circulation

is given by

c
max

5
p

2

agDTh2

( f 2 1 l2)LH

(
lW1

2f 2

b[11 ›
y
(f /b)]

)

3

�
(12 e2H/h)

h

H
ln

�
h

H
(12 e2H/h)

�

2
h

H
(12 e2H/h)1 1

�
, (30)

where cmax 5 cjzmax
. This result shows that if the ther-

mocline depth decreases (h / 0), the location of the

maximum streamfunction also decreases (zmax / 0) as

does the intensity of the circulation (cmax/ 0). So, in a

consistent manner with the Sandström (1908) experi-

ments, in the absence of mixing (h 5 0) and wind, the

circulation vanishes. Note that in a purely Lagrangian

numerical model where there is no diabatic mixing,

there exists a ‘‘chaotic’’ mixing setting a stratification

and thus allowing the circulation (Haertel and

Fedorov 2012).

A key feature of the AMOC is its inherent global scale.

From (26), which did not use the closure, we can see that it

derives from the density field, that is, the interhemispheric

nature of the AMOC comes from the interhemispheric

nature of the density field. This means that any remote

effect, such as the effect of SouthernOcean wind, modifies

theAMOC through amodification of the density field. It is

even clearer from (30), where the intensity of the circula-

tion is modulated by the thermocline depth. Thus, the

Southern Ocean westerlies or any vertical mixing pro-

cesses can and will remotely impact the AMOC intensity

by modifying the thermocline depth.

Our set of equations does not only allow us to estimate

the meridional overturning streamfunction but also the

zonally averaged zonal velocities, using (10a) to de-

termine the baroclinic part of the flow, together with

(19) to determine its barotropic part. South of 458N, the

flow is eastward above ;1000m and westward below

(Fig. 7d). North of 458N, the flow is purely eastward,

with a maximum intensity around 608N. The thermally

induced velocity field shows the dominance of the

eastward flow above;1500m and westward flow below

(Fig. 7a). This depth corresponds to zmax, showing that

the level of no motion is the same for zonal and me-

ridional flow. The baroclinic part of the flow is domi-

nated by the thermally induced term (Fig. 7a vs 7b),

whereas the barotropic component is driven by the wind

stress (Fig. 7d). The maximum velocities appear at the

surface, slightly below 1 cm s21.

We can also look at the meridional heat transport

defined by

MHT5Wr
0
C

p

ð0
2H

y T dz , (31)

where Cp is the heat capacity of seawater. Note that this

expression of meridional heat transport is approximate

since the meridional heat transport should be the ver-

tical integral of yT (see discussion in section 3a for more

extensive comments).

This meridional heat transport peaks around 1.1 6
O(1) PW at 258N [Fig. 8a, where we assumed (as for the
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mass transport) that the solution is an approximation

with a relative error bar of 6� of the solution, and O(1)

corresponds to � . 1]. These two values are typical of

heat transport in the ocean (e.g., 1.3 PW at 248N;

Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000). At the same location,

Lumpkin and Speer (2007) estimate the heat transport

as 1.25 6 0.25 PW and 0.61 6 0.11 PW at 488N and

0.54 6 0.11 PW at 568N. At these two last locations our

idealizedmodel has heat transports of 0.46 0.15 PWand

0.25 6 0.04 PW, respectively. The idealized model shows

heat transport consistent with oceanic measurements.

The transport is dominated by the wind-driven term

below 308N (Fig. 8a). Since there is no methodological

error bar for the wind-driven circulation (i.e., no closure

is required), this partially explains the good accuracy of

heat transport at low latitude (where our approximation

is the worst; cf. Fig. 4). The thermally induced transport

dominates elsewhere. The salinity component of the

circulation is only important south of 158N.

In the same way we can define the meridional fresh-

water transport:

MFT52
W

S
0

ð0
2H

y S dz , (32)

where S0 is the reference salinity. (As previously, this

term is an estimate since freshwater transport should

derive from the vertical integral of yS.)

FIG. 6. Streamfunction of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Sv). Solutions of the (a) thermally,

(b) salinity-, and (c) wind-induced circulation, summing up to the (d) full solution (including temperature, salinity,

and wind). Grayscale shading is superimposed on the contours for positive values (following the white-to-black

color bar scale). Negative values are shown by contours without the white-to-black shading superimposed. Contour

interval is 1 Sv. Positive values denote clockwise circulation. The horizontal black line in (a) denotes the depth of

the maximum of the streamfunction, following (30). The (a) thermal and (b) haline approximate solutions, as well

as the thermohaline component of the total solution in (d), are only valid north of 358N.
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The freshwater transport is consistent with evapora-

tion in the southern part of the North Atlantic and

precipitation north of 358N (Fig. 8b). Since we do not

specify the surface freshwater flux, this diagnostic is es-

pecially useful to test the accuracy of the circulation

relative to the stratification.

5. Discussion

In this study, we suggest that zonally averaged ocean

models represent the ocean dynamics under four main

assumptions that restrict their validity:

1) The obvious main approximation of such study is the

2D (latitude-depth) vision of the ocean circulation. In

this context, mass, heat, and freshwater are trans-

ported through themeridional overturning circulation

(rather than through the horizontal, eddy and/or

gyres, circulation).

2) The momentum equations are assumed at steady

state and correspond to low Rossby number with a

limited parameterization of the momentum dissipa-

tion through Rayleigh friction (vertical viscosity

being treated in appendix B).

3) A vertical unidirectionality of the horizontal flow was

hypothesized and its error estimated (i.e., the hori-

zontal flow is aligned along a single direction all over

the vertical). This results from the density advection

balance at equilibrium when the meridional density

gradient length scale is shorter than Earth’s curvature

length scale (equivalent to the f-plane and quasigeo-

strophic approximations). This assumption holds well

in regions of steep isopycnal slope, such as the North

Atlantic Current, that is, north of 358N.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the zonally averaged zonal velocities (31023 m s21). Positive values denote eastward

flow (shaded according to the color bar). Negative values (westward) are not shaded. Zero contour is bold. Contour

interval is 0.5 3 1023 m s21.
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4) From these approximations we have analytically

demonstrated a link between the zonally averaged

meridional gradient of density and the meridional

overturning circulation, if the zonal density change

is linear (or the meridional velocity are zonally

uniform).

This last result and its mathematical expression lead to

several implications for the ocean dynamics that we will

discuss.

a. Relation to existing zonally averaged circulation
model

One striking result, deriving from (27a), is that the

widely used linear frictional dependence of the meridi-

onal flow to meridional pressure gradient is actually

achieved. The solution of (27a) reinforces, a posteriori,

the use of such parameterization extensively applied in

zonally averaged ocean models (Wright and Stocker

1991, 1992; Sévellec et al. 2006, 2010; Sévellec and

Fedorov 2011; Colin de Verdière et al. 2006; Colin de

Verdière and teRaa 2010). This suggests that the zonally

averaged circulation is actually driven by the meridional

pressure gradient in the northern region.

Our analysis requires oceanic latitudinal bands to be

in steady state. It is natural to state that such steady

state is achieved only after both barotropic and baro-

clinic waves have adjusted the eastern–western pres-

sure gradient (Johnson and Marshall 2002). One can

thus consider that relation between meridional density

gradient and the AMOC [(27a)] is valid on longer time

scales than this zonal adjustment. We estimate that

such zonally averaged ocean models are useful to study

the AMOC on time scales longer than the decades,

for example, centennial and millennial variability or

steady state.

However, our scaling approach does not allow dis-

cussion of the planetary scale; as mentioned earlier, the

assumption is accurate only north of 358N. This suggests

that, for instance, the Stommel (1961) two-box model,

as a representation of the thermohaline circulation (e.g.,

Huang 2010), describes only the northern part of the

North Atlantic. Thus, although they are still a radical

reduction of the zonally averaged ocean model, our

study validates the use of box models or loop models to

coarsely represent the northern region of the AMOC as

suggested by the pioneer visions of Stommel (1961),

Howard (1971), and Malkus (1972), as long as the time

scales investigated are sufficiently long.

More broadly, this suggests that the bistability be-

havior of the AMOC, derived from the Stommel (1961)

model, should be restricted to northern North Atlantic

phenomena. Thus, paleoclimate study, using meridional

density gradient changes to explain past AMOC re-

organizations (e.g., Broecker et al. 1990), should be re-

garded as a local explanation (not global pole to pole).

This does not mean that AMOC reorganization is not a

global phenomenon, but a more sophisticated argument

than simple meridional density changes is required.

b. Relation to available potential energy

On the one hand, following (27a), the meridional flow

is induced by a gradient of density ›yr. On the other

hand, 2D divergence of the flow (›yy 1 ›zw 5 0) shows

that the vertical flow is driven by meridional divergence

of themeridional flow. These two elements act to reduce

the available potential energy (APE) (Fig. 9). This

suggests that our geostrophic closure of zonally aver-

aged ocean model leads the system toward a minimum

of potential energy [consistent with the analysis of Sijp

et al. (2012)].

In the absence of APE, source the circulation will

slowly reduce APE and at the same time vanish. This

means that the circulation is sustained only if a source of

APE exists in the system. This is consistent with the

Sandström (1908) experiment; using heating and cooling

at the same geopotential (the ocean surface) and with no

FIG. 8.Meridional transport of (a) heat and (b) freshwater decomposed in their three forcing components: thermal,

haline, and wind. The thermal and haline approximate solutions, as well as the thermohaline component of the total

solution, are only valid north of 358N.
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external source of mechanical energy (absence of mix-

ing), the circulation vanishes (Huang and Wang 2003).

c. Atlantic versus Pacific

From (27b), we see that the thermohaline part of the

AMOC is independent of the zonal basin extent,

whereas the wind-driven part is proportional to this

zonal basin extent. Hence, the relative contribution of

the wind-driven circulation will increase in a wider

basin. For the exact same stratification as the one we

used, the North Pacific Ocean (up to 5 times as wide as

the Atlantic Ocean) will show a radically different

zonally averaged circulation: almost no circulation in

the north (north of 508N, the wind-driven cell strongly

reducing the thermohaline circulation) and an intense

cell in the south (almost ;50 Sv south of 508N). This

potentially explains the absence of deep-water forma-

tion in the North Pacific. The importance of the zonal

extent to exhibit Atlantic-like or Pacific-like circula-

tion has also been suggested by Ferreira et al. (2010) in

an idealized configuration of a coupled atmosphere–

ocean–ice model.

This change in the dynamics of the meridional over-

turning circulation between the Atlantic and the Pacific

is related to the angle between the zonal and the me-

ridional geostrophic flows. Equation (21) transformed a

purely eastward geostrophic flow (the ocean density

being primarily forced by the north–south heating dif-

ference) in an eastward flow with a northward compo-

nent. However, this angle is proportional to the zonal

basin extent. For a wider basin the regime is more zonal,

that is, the angle peaks at;558N with a value of;458 in
the Atlantic and only ;98 in the Pacific (angles are

measured counterclockwise from the east). A wider

basin requires a smaller counterclockwise rotation of the

eastward geostrophic flow to achieve no zonal flow at the

eastern boundary. This rotation mechanism could ex-

plain the existence of the North Atlantic drift and the

absence of such phenomenon in the Pacific. Also, for the

same reason, the zonal gradient of sea surface temper-

ature is stronger in the Atlantic than in the Pacific, so

one should expect higher northward surface wind in the

Atlantic than in the Pacific, leading to more intense

northward atmospheric heat transport and so a milder

climate on its eastern border (i.e., Europe vs Canada).

To summarize, even if the northern–southern heating

difference is primarily the same between the Atlantic

and Pacific, the zonal basin extent difference, together

with (21), suggests the absence of thermohaline circu-

lation and explains the primarily zonal dynamics in the

Pacific compared to theAtlantic. That is, the zonal basin

extent of the Atlantic is a key aspect for the existence of

both thermohaline circulation and North Atlantic Cur-

rent. This suggests a greater propensity for deep-water

formation in theNorthAtlantic than in theNorth Pacific

and gives an additional argument to justify the mainte-

nance of a stronger overturning in the Atlantic com-

pared to the Pacific.

6. Conclusions

The link between the AMOC and meridional density

gradient has been assumed in a wide range of climate

and oceanic analyses (going from water-hosing experi-

ments to thermohaline circulation hysteresis). This re-

lation has been extensively used in zonally averaged

ocean models. It is also the cornerstone of the impact of

Arctic meltdown on the AMOC, that is, a massive

freshening of the North Atlantic could shut down the

AMOC and hence alter climate. Despite being conve-

nient and empirically plausible, this relation has never

been rigorously demonstrated.

In this study we have analytically related the AMOC

strength to the meridional density gradient (more pre-

cisely the meridional baroclinic pressure gradient). We

show that the former is proportional to the latter. The

proportionality coefficient is related to Earth’s curvature

and its rotation (i.e., the Coriolis parameter and its me-

ridional derivatives). Unlike previous studies (Marotzke

et al. 1988; Wright and Stocker 1991; Wright et al. 1995),

this solution does not require any parameterization. Our

solution can be analytically derived from the classical

planetary-geostrophic set of equations under few as-

sumptions, which could be and have been tested.

This methodology is particularly useful since it gives

an estimate of the error on our result and thus

suggests a limit to the use of zonally averaged ocean

models. We obtain that these models are valid to rep-

resent the North Atlantic north of 358N, where the

meridional length scale of isopycnal outcropping is

much smaller than the Earth radius. Also, building on

steady-state equations, the isopycnals must have ad-

justed to the basinwide forcing, such that the use of

zonally averaged ocean models are restricted to study

time scales longer than decades.

FIG. 9. Schematic view of the circulation induced by (a) a

Gaussian anomaly or (b) a linear slope of the isopycnals (y and z

are the meridional and vertical coordinates, respectively). In both

cases the circulation tends to remove the excess of available po-

tential energy by flattening the isopycnal slope.
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This result has also several implications that we dis-

cussed in this study. Using the momentum equation we

can accurately separate the wind-induced circulation

and the thermohaline circulation (driven by both tem-

perature and salinity), the latter necessarily pushing the

system toward a minimum of APE. The form of the

proportionality coefficient leads to amore intense North

Atlantic Current than its Pacific equivalent (because the

latter basin is wider than the former).

From our analysis, we have also shown that the

AMOC exhibits two regimes. They can be differenti-

ated from the main balance in the density evolution,

horizontal versus vertical advection [consistently with

the analysis of Colin de Verdière and Tailleux (2005)].

The regime is determined by the ratio of the meridional

length scale of isopycnal outcropping to Earth’s radius.

It roughly corresponds to the northern and southern

part of the North Atlantic. Only the former regime has

been studied here, and the solution presented here is

not valid for the latter. This latter regime is more fa-

vorable to large-scale baroclinic Rossby waves. It is

characterized by a more dominant role of the vertical

advection term (vs the horizontal advection terms) to

equilibrate the evolution of tracers.

In the framework of our study, where the density is

assumed to be known, the zonally averaged circulation

is a local diagnostic of the density field. This means that

the intrinsic global and interhemispheric nature of the

AMOC is given by the density field. In particular the

isopycnal depth, which is partially set by Southern

Ocean processes (Gnanadesikan 1999; Wolfe and Cessi

2011; Nikurashin and Vallis 2012), participates in setting

the intensity of the flow [(29) and (30)]. In this context

Southern Ocean processes, as well as other remote

processes (global vertical mixing), influence the in-

tensity of the AMOC by actively setting the North At-

lantic density field.

In the limit of validity of our closure, north of 358N,

our results suggest that the outcropping region in the

North Atlantic is concomitant with a downwelling of

water. Because of mass conservation this water has to

upwell in others regions. The two mains candidates for

this upwelling are through global vertical mixing or the

interaction between the wind-driven circulation and

the eddy-induced circulation in the Southern Ocean.

Whereas the latter is often suggested in recent de-

scription of the AMOC (e.g., Gnanadesikan 1999;

Haertel and Fedorov 2012), the former remains a valid

hypothesis that can enhance or participate in the total

upwelling (Sévellec and Fedorov 2011). Both hypoth-

eses cannot be represented by our suggested closure,

since the Southern Ocean is zonally periodic and the

subtropical region has flat isopycnals. Note that based

on our scaling (Fig. 4), the flat isopycnals in the sub-

tropical region are consistent with a region of strong

vertical upwelling [w›zr 5 ›z(kz›zr)] versus horizontal

advection and so also are consistent with the theory of

deep-ocean circulation (Stommel 1958; Stommel and

Arons 1960a,b), where vertical upwelling induces an

abyssal circulation.

Numerical models using zonally averaged closure

were shown to accurately reproduce water mass

properties in the entire Atlantic (e.g., Knutti et al.

2000; Sévellec and Fedorov 2011). However, as dis-

cussed above, AMOC in tropical region is in a dif-

ferent regime than the one used in our demonstration.

In the Southern Ocean, AMOC is also in a different

regime because of the periodic zonal boundary con-

ditions. Thus, if a link still exists between the zonal

and meridional density gradient in the tropical region

and Southern Ocean, this link needs to be demon-

strated in a different way. This will be the goal of fu-

ture investigations.
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APPENDIX A

Momentum Equations and Boundary Conditions

We will demonstrate that, depending on the form of

the momentum equations together with the choice of

boundary condition, the density difference, typical

of geostrophic flow, could not drive a zonally averaged

meridional flow. For this we will use the boundary

condition in a 3D field and show that the consequences

are fundamental for the 2D dynamics (i.e., zonally

averaged).

a. Rigid boundary in a geostrophic model

Rewriting (9a) and (9b), in the absence of friction, as a

normal and a tangential term to a local boundary,

2f›
z
u
s
5

g

r
0

›
n
r, and (A1a)

f›
z
u
n
5

g

r
0

›
s
r , (A1b)
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where s and n are the tangential and normal coordinates,

and us and un are the tangential and normal velocities

(Fig. A1).

At the boundary (n 5 0) we impose a rigid boundary

(i.e., no mass flow, unjn50 5 0). Applying this boundary

condition, we have from (A1b) ›srjn50 5 0. This shows

that the density along the boundary rjn50 is constant.

Thus, to be consistent with geostrophic equations, the

density field is always adjusted along a solid boundary.

In the context of the North Atlantic, the existence of a

northern boundary in idealized configuration, connect-

ing the eastern to the western boundaries, induces that

the density along these boundaries should be equal

(rxW 5 rxE). However, we stress that the existence of

such a northern boundary is a shortcoming of the actual

topography.

This implies that the zonally averaged geostrophic

flow, proportional to the difference in density between

the east and west, should vanish. This suggests that the

geostrophic balance alone is inconsistent with mass

conservation.

b. Solid boundary in a geostrophic model with
Rayleigh friction

We rewrite (9a) and (9b) as a normal and a tangential

term:

2f›
z
u
s
5

g

r
0

›
n
r2 l›

z
u
n
, and (A2a)

f›
z
u
n
5

g

r
0

›
s
r2 l›

z
u
s
. (A2b)

At the boundary (n5 0)wehave no normal flux ofmass

and heat (›nrjn50 5 0 and unjn50 5 0). Applying this

boundary condition, we have from (A2a) ›zusjn505 0 and

from (A2b) ›srjn50 5 0. The latter showing that the

density along the boundary rjn50 is constant. Thus, in a

geostrophic system with Rayleigh friction, the density is

always adjusted along a solid boundary.

This implies that the zonally averaged geostrophic flow,

proportional to the difference of density between the east

and west, should vanish. This suggests that the geostrophic

balance plusRayleigh friction is inconsistentwithmass and

heat conservations.

APPENDIX B

The Explicit Surface Boundary Layer Case

In the main part of the manuscript we have imposed an

Ekman layer on top of the ocean. Here, we will explicitly

solve the vertical boundary layers (by adding a vertical

viscosity in the momentum equations). We will demon-

strate that it leads to the same circulation in the interior

and a boundary layer controlled by two different vertical

scales (both linked to the Ekman layer thickness).

Starting from the momentum equations in (1) and

incorporating a vertical Laplacian viscosity, we have

2f y52
1

r
0

›
x
P2 lu1 n›2zu, and (B1a)

fu52
1

r
0

›
y
P2ly1 n›2zy , (B1b)

where n is the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient.

After vertical differentiation, and expressing these

equations in their zonally averaged form, we obtain

[f 2 1 (l2 n›2z)
2]›

z
u5

g

r
0

"
(l2 n›2z)

rj
xE
2 rj

xW

W
1 f›

y
r

#
,

(B2a)
and

[f 2 1 (l2 n›2z)
2]›

z
y5

g

r
0

"
(l2 n›2z)›yr2 f

rj
xE
2 rj

xW

W

#
.

(B2b)

a. Solution

To explicitly solve (B2b), we define the vertical shear

of themeridional velocity: S5 ›2zc52W›zy, where c is

the meridional streamfunction. This shear is split in

three terms S 5 SI 1 SS 1 SB, where SI , SS, and SB are

the interior, surface, and bottom solutions.

FIG. A1. Tangential and normal coordinates along a solid

boundary and their respective velocities. Dashed region represents

the boundary with adiabatic (›nrjn505 0) and/or solid (unjn505 0)

conditions.
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1) THE INTERIOR SOLUTION

The interior solution is derived from (10b) away from

the vicinity of the vertical boundary and corresponds to

S
I
5

g

( f 2 1 l2)r
0

[f (rj
xE
2 rj

xW
)2 lW›

y
r] . (B3)

In the absence of vertical viscosity, this last equation is

strictly the same as (10b) (i.e., the equation expressed

in the implicit surface boundary case, main part of the

manuscript, is equivalent to n 5 0). This equation re-

lates the density gradient to the vertical shear of me-

ridional velocity. However, in this appendix we will

use a slightly more general approach than in the

main part of the manuscript to determine the velocity.

We will explicitly solve the surface and bottom

boundary layers.

2) THE SURFACE AND BOTTOM BOUNDARY

SOLUTIONS

The surface and bottom boundary condition follows

n2

f 2 1l2
›4zSS/B

2 2
ln

f 2 1 l2
›2zSS/B

1S
S/B

5 0. (B4)

These fourth-order homogeneous ordinary differential

equations have the general solutions

S
S/B

5 [CS/B
1 cos(z2S/B)1CS/B

2 sin(z2S/B)]e
2z1

S/B

1 [CS/B
3 cos(z2S/B)1CS/B

4 sin(z2S/B)]e
z1
S/B ,

where CS/B
1,2,3,4 are constant determined by the boundary

conditions and z6S/B are stretched surface and bottom

boundary layer vertical coordinates defined as z6S 5 z/d6
and z6B 5 (z1H)/d6, respectively, with the typical

length scales d6 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n/(

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2 1 l2

p
6 l)

q
.

First, we focus on the surface boundary equation.

To determine the constants, we impose the solution

SS to gently merge to the interior solution for

z�2d1 (or z1S / 2‘), so that CS
1 5 CS

2 5 0. Then we

apply the surface boundary conditions at the surface

(z 5 0), linked to the wind stress: n›zuj0 5 tx/r0 and

n›zyj0 5 ty/r0. These two conditions could be ex-

pressed as

Sj
0
52

W

r
0
n
t
y
, and (B5a)
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0
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›
y
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( f t
x
1 lt

y
) . (B5b)

They determine the two remaining constants as
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, (B6a)
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Thus, the shear for the surface boundary layer correction is
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Following the same methodology for the bottom

boundary layer, we obtain CB
3 5 CB

4 5 0 so that the so-

lution gently merges to the interior solution (when

z1B /1‘).We also apply a free-slip boundary condition

at the bottom (›zuj2H 5 ›zyj2H 5 0). These conditions

could be expressed as

Sj
2H

5 0, and (B8a)

›2zSj2H
5
gW

r
0
n
›
y
rj

2H
. (B8b)

These conditions lead to

CB
1 52S

I
j
2H

, and (B9a)
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Weobtain the shear correction for the bottomboundary as

S
S
5 e2(z1H)/d1
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By using these expressions and S 5 SI 1 SS 1 SB, we

have a general expression for the vertical shear of the

zonally averaged meridional velocity.
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3) THE TOTAL SOLUTION

By using ›2zc 5 S and the two remaining boundary

conditions (i.e., wj2H 5 wj0 5 0, these terms being

equivalent to cj2H 5 cj0 5 0), we are able to determine

the total flow. The general solutions of the vertical ve-

locity and of the streamfunction are

›
z
c52Wy5A1

1

( f 2 1 l2)r
0

[lW›
y
P2 f (Pj

xE
2Pj

xW
)]
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)1P
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B
), and
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2
(S

B
) , (B12)

whereA andB are two unknowns, the first z primitive of

the surface and bottom shear are
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and the second z primitive is

P
2
(S

S
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d
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FIG. B1. (a)–(c) The three terms of the wind-induced AMOC for the explicit vertical boundary case. Circulation induced by (a) the zonal

wind stress, (b) the meridional wind stress together with vertical viscosity, and (c) the meridional wind stress together with Rayleigh friction.

Note the scale separation between the three circulations. (d) The sum of (a),(b), and (c). (e) The solution when a surface Ekman boundary is

imposed in the first 10m of the ocean, that is, the implicit surface boundary case. The vertical axis is not linear. Grayscale shading is

superimposed to the contours for positive values (following the white-to-black color bar scale). Negative values are shown by contours

without the white-to-black shading superimposed. Positive values denote clockwise circulation, and (a)–(d) the solid and dashed gray lines

correspond to the two typical length scales of the surface boundary layer: the e-folding decay length scale d1 and the wavelength 2pd2. The

gray area in (e) represents the Ekman layer, where the arrows show the direction and the intensity of the flow. Below a depth corresponding

to the wavelength of the surface boundary layer (2pd2 ’ 10m) the two cases, (d) and (e), are almost identical.
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Applying the boundary conditions we obtain the two last unknowns:
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Thus, for the explicit boundary layers, the analytical

expressions of the solution are straightforward, despite

the expression being quite intricate. However, to keep

the manuscript as readable as possible, and given that

both explicit and implicit cases only show minor dif-

ferences (validating the use of the Ekman layer), we

have not expressed the full solution for the explicit

surface boundary layers. A more extensive discussion

on the wind-induced circulation in the surface

boundary layer and its relation to Ekman layer is

done next.

b. Wind-induced circulation: Implicit versus explicit
vertical boundary layers

Unlike the thermohaline part of the AMOC, the

wind-induced part can be exactly obtained without any

approximation on the unidirectionality of the hori-

zontal flow. The wind-induced circulation is directly af-

fectedbyour choice of implicit or explicit vertical boundary

layers. In the former case, the interior solution (below the

surface boundary layer set to 10m) is patched to a surface

Ekman layer. The resulting circulation is thus only affected

by the zonally averaged zonal wind stress (Fig. B1). In the

latter case, the solution can be decomposed in three terms:

(i) one due to the zonally averaged zonal wind stress

(Fig. B1a), (ii) one due to the zonally averaged meridional

wind stress through the vertical viscosity (Fig. B1b), and

(iii) one due to the zonally averagedmeridional wind stress

through the linear Rayleigh friction (Fig. B1c). The sum of

these three terms gives the total wind-induced circulation

(Fig. B1d).

The three terms of wind-induced circulation for the

explicit boundary layers case are almost separated by

an order of magnitude: (i) peaking at several Sverdrup,

(ii) at a Sverdrup, and (iii) at a deci-Sverdrup. Their

spatial scale is also different, whereas terms i and iii

reach the bottom, term ii is confined in the first meters

of the ocean. Both wind-induced circulations due to

the zonally averaged meridional wind stress reduce the

effect of the zonally averaged zonal wind stress

(Figs. B1b,c vs Fig. B1a). Note that on a much wider

basin such as the Pacific (i.e., up to 5 times as wide as

theAtlantic), the effect of zonally averagedmeridional

wind stress through the vertical viscosity could reach

6 Sv but would still be localized in a thin layer of the

upper ocean.

The comparison between the explicit and implicit

boundary layers cases hardly shows any difference

below 10m (Fig. B1d vs Fig. B1e). This acknowledges

the validity of the Ekman surface layer to properly

treat the surface boundary layer and to propagate the

ocean surface boundary conditions (the wind stresses)

to the interior solution. This comparison also suggests

that the interior solution is valid below a depth equal

to the Ekman wavelength, that is, the Ekman bound-

ary layer thickness is well parameterized using

the Ekman wavelength: 2pd2 ’ 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n/f

p ’ 10m (the

dashed gray line in Figs. B1a–d) rather than using the

e-folding decay length scale: d1 ’ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n/f

p
(the solid

gray line in Figs. B1a–d).
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